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from CEDE

[Truesse, Unknown Worker, Charles]

Chaos and Rectification
Robert Yerachmiel Sniderman
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CEDE (pp. 154–159) was originally written for the solo show, 
we hear same, in collaboration with the artist David Bernstein. 
The show was commissioned and exhibited by the De Kijkdoos 
Project Space, June 1, to July 6, 2012, an outdoor gallery of com-
partmentalized display cases built into the walls of a building in 
the former Jewish quarter of Amsterdam. The collaboration re-
contextualized the scriptural story of Ya’akov and Esav—need, 
confusion, and deception culminating into mass separation and 
potential fratricide—perpetrated perhaps most concisely by an 
object built by Bernstein: two full wine bottles connected by a 
single cork. By itself, CEDE likewise works as a critique on the 
possibility of singularity, an intensification of the tropes of di-
version, roots, names.

 
“[Truesse, Unknown Worker, Charles]” (p. 160) is from a se-

ries of poems titled THE BLACKSMITH, a dialogue between the 
author’s maternal grandfather’s Jewish and assimilated names 
(souls). This inherited family artifact appears in the middle of the 
dialogue. THE BLACKSMITH was composed in the place where 
this grandfather was born, raised, and worked until retirement, 
a men’s clothing store in Schuylkill County, Pennsylvania, in the 
last two years he worked there.

 
“Chaos and Rectification” (p.161) appears in person as a 

large-scale print, part of a developing graffiti series titled GESYA 
MIROKHOVNA GELFMAN, a nineteenth-century Russian Jew-
ish political terrorist.
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    Yaakov [Esav] I

    am x split  

    from the mother of thinxs

    from the father of thinxs

    in the room you say you are

    Esav [Yaakov] on the xround

    being

    waked
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    do I speak

    where sawed
    
    rock dries

    or well

    my lbs?
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    I want

    work

   

    we hear

    same
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 Esav———Yaakov 

    

     houses lie
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   if I contu continu

   I am the half
       
   I wear    
   
       

   the image
    
   it permits

       

               not    
 
   under 

   these helicopter

    

               executions
 
   emulsion window pane

    of the job in your hands
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   Yitzhak is not my father
   

   he is a friend of my fathers
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